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BEIJING: Activity in Chinese factories suf-
fered its sharpest deterioration for four
months in June, figures showed yesterday,
as weak demand and industrial overcapaci-
ty weighed on the world’s second-largest
economy. The figures are the latest to high-
light a long-running growth slowdown in
the country as the global outlook weakens.

The private Caixin Purchasing Mangers’
Index of manufacturing activity came in at
48.6 in June, down from 49.2 in May, the
Chinese financial magazine said in a joint
statement with data compiler Markit. It was
also well off the median forecast of 49.2 in a
Bloomberg News poll.

A reading above 50 signals expanding
activity, while anything below indicates
shrinkage. Investors watch the figure close-
ly as the first available indicator each
month of the health of the economy.

Manufacturers shed jobs for the 32nd
straight month, Caixin said, as they sought
to cut costs in the face of a drop in new
work. Overall economic conditions in the
second quarter were “considerably weaker”
than in the first quarter, Caixin’s Zhong
Zhengsheng said.  “Against the backdrop
of a turbulent external environment, and in
order to avert a sharp economic decline,
the government must strengthen its proac-

tive fiscal policy while continuing to follow
prudent monetary policy.”

China is a vital driver of global expan-
sion, but its economy grew only 6.9 percent
last year, its weakest rate in a quarter of a
century. The key manufacturing sector has
been struggling for months in the face of
sagging global demand for Chinese prod-
ucts and excess industrial capacity left over
from the country’s infrastructure boom.

Brexit risk 
But the official Purchasing Manager’s

Index (PMI) — which focuses on larger
firms than the Caixin survey-painted a
slightly more positive picture, with data for
June coming in at the breakeven point of
50.0, according to the National Bureau of
Statistics (NBS). The figure was slightly
down from the previous two months, but
matched economists’ median expectations
of 50.0 in a survey by Bloomberg News.  “It
is noteworthy that the current domestic
market demand remained weak and real
economy momentum was still insufficient,”
Zhao Qinge, analyst for the National Bureau
of Statistics, said in a note. 

“Due to the impact of slumping global
economic growth, US interest rate expecta-
tions, US and European trade protection
measures, and Brexit, recently the manu-
facturing trend has been weak.”  

Some traditional industries dropped sig-
nificantly, the NBS said, as the index for
activity in highly energy-intensive factories
fell 0.9 points to 48.2. 

Larger firms, which tend to be state-
owned, showed increased activity with a
June PMI of 51.0, while activity in medium-
and small-scale firms contracted, the NBS
said.  The data suggested China was
“unlikely” to achieve growth of 6.7 percent
in the second quarter and the government
would support growth with spending, ana-
lysts with ANZ said in a note.  — AFP

Cuba plans cuts in
fuel, electricity

consumption 
HAVANA: Cuba has ordered some state firms and joint
ventures to reduce fuel and electricity consumption, a
senior diplomat and the director of a foreign joint ven-
ture said on Thursday, in the latest sign a crisis in ally
Venezuela is hurting the economy. While it was not clear
exactly what triggered the cuts, Cuba’s President Raul
Castro warned in December that the economy would go
through a rough patch in 2016, citing the impact of low
oil prices on the trade relationship with Venezuela.

Cuba has a history of energy rationing, especially in
the 1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union, when
the Communist government struggled to survive under a
severe US embargo. The current restrictions will not be
so severe, but they come at a time when Cubans’ expec-
tations are higher thanks to the detente with
Washington and economic reforms.

The extent of the rationing, which is expected to take
effect in July and be announced next week at a session of
the National Assembly, is expected to depend on the sec-
tor but there are signs some of the belt-tightening could
be quite sharp. “I saw a copy of the Economy Ministry
instructions to the state oil and electricity monopolies
yesterday; it stated quotas would be reduced up to 50
percent through the end of the year,” the foreign direc-
tor of a joint venture said on condition of anonymity.

“I called the ministry that supervises our company and
they said the level of cuts to our sector were still under
discussion,” he said.

Currency crisis
A statement issued by the Council of Ministers earlier

this  week said Economy Minister Marino Muri l lo
explained to members the country’s economic situation
and restrictions being adopted for the rest of the year,
without giving details. “He clarified that those activities
that maintain the vitality of the country, in particular
those that generate (hard currency) earnings and substi-
tute imports, will be guaranteed,” it said, providing no
further details.

Low oil prices have taken Venezuela to the brink of
economic collapse and destabilized its leftist govern-
ment, which ships Cuba 90,000 barrels of oil per day as
part of an exchange that sends tens of thousands of
Cuban professionals to Venezuela. So far Venezuela
seems to be meeting its oil commitments to Cuba
although cash payments for doctors and other Cuban
professionals have dried up in the past 18 months,
experts say.

“There does not seem to have been a cutback in crude
oil and or petroleum products deliveries by Venezuela to
Cuba, according to marine traffic reports,” Jorge Pinon,
director of the Latin America and Caribbean Energy
Program at the University of Texas, said.

“They may be expecting one in the future, building
inventories or simply trying to save money or trying to
insure there are no blackouts for residents as electricity
demand increases,” he said.

Several Western diplomats in Cuba said they received
a stream of reports over the last two weeks that the gov-
ernment would cut fuel and electricity quotas to state
companies.

“The Cubans are clearly way behind in paying some of
our suppliers and now we have these cuts on the hori-
zon,” said one commercial attachÈ who asked not to be
identified because of diplomatic sensitivities. Cuba
began cutting back on merchandise imports last year
and has been slow in making some payments to credi-
tors and suppliers.

“It is obvious all this has to do with the crisis in
Venezuela,” he said.

Cuban President Raul Castro told a year-end session of
the National Assembly in December that economic
growth would slow from 4 percent in 2015 to 2 percent
in 2016 due to falling export revenues. Castro said that
lower oil prices had reduced the cost of a number of
imports such as food but also hurt “mutually advanta-
geous cooperation relations with various (oil-producing)
countries,  in particular the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela.” — Reuters 

JINJIANG: Chinese workers assemble toy cars at a toy factory in Jinjiang, southeast China’s Fujian province yester-
day. Activity in Chinese factories suffered its sharpest deterioration for four months in June, figures showed yes-
terday as weak demand and industrial overcapacity weighed on the world’s second-largest economy. — AFP

China manufacturing 
deteriorates sharply 

Weak demand, overcapacity weigh

LONDON: British no-frills airline EasyJet
announced yesterday it has applied for
an air operator certificate from the
European Union to continue flying
throughout the bloc after Brexit.

The carrier said in a statement that it
has begun a formal procedure to obtain
an air operator certificate (AOC) to keep
the status quo after Britain’s vote to quit
the EU cast doubts over airline routes.
“EasyJet is lobbying the UK government
and the EU to ensure the continuation of
a fully liberal and deregulated aviation
market within the UK and Europe,” it said
in a statement.

“This would mean that EasyJet and all
European airlines can continue to oper-
ate as they do today.

“As part of EasyJet’s contingency
planning before the referendum we
had informal discussions with a number
of European aviation regulators about
the establishment of an AOC in an

European country to enable easyJet to
fly across Europe as we do today.
“EasyJet has now started a formal
process to acquire an AOC,” it added.
The low-cost carrier added that it does
not need to make any other 

operational or structural changes
until the outcome of Britain’s EU exit
negotiations becomes clear.

EasyJet stressed that it had no plans
to move from Luton, which lies north
of the British capital and where the air-
line has been based for two decades.
Since the June 23 referendum, both
EasyJet and British Airways owner IAG
have issued profit-warnings, as the
pound dives against the euro on finan-
cial markets.

EasyJet said Monday that the surprise
vote would create uncertainty in the
economy and among consumers,
impacting its second-half performance
that ends in September. —AFP
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